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1

Introduction

1.1

Study background and brief
Mouchel Ltd was invited to submit a quotation to undertake a review of Calderdale
Council‟s current taxi policy. A detailed contract specification was received, dated 4th
May 2010, supplemented by a site visit undertaken on 14th May 2010. Our proposal
document dated May 2010 was officially accepted on 16th June 2010 and an
Inception Meeting was held on 5th July 2010. A Draft Final Report review was held on
6th September 2010 to identify any factual or missing issues with the Draft Final
Report leading to the re-issue of this report for final comment on 17rh September
2010, with the presentation to committee made on 11 October 2010.

1.2

Local background and taxi industry context
Each Taxi Licensing Authority in England supervises the operation of two kinds of
licensed vehicle. The focus of the licensing authority is purely on vehicles which are
not public service vehicles. The two kinds of vehicle licensed are hackney carriage
vehicles (sometimes known as „taxis‟ in legislation), which alone are able to wait at
ranks and pick up people in the street (ply for hire), and private hire vehicles, which
can only be booked through an operating centre and who otherwise are not insured
for their passengers (often termed „taxis‟ by the public). For the sake of clarity, this
report will refer to „licensed vehicles‟ when meaning hackney carriage and private
hire, and to the specific type when dealing with one or other type of vehicle. The term
„taxi‟ will be avoided as far as possible, although it has to be used in its colloquial
form when dealing with the public, few of whom are aware of the detailed
differences.
Calderdale licensing area has some 203,000 resident population (as shown in the
2008 based 2010 estimates), but this is spread between market towns including
Halifax, Brighouse, Hebden Bridge, Sowerby Bridge and Todmorden, and other
more rural parts of Yorkshire (see Figure 1-1). The licensing area for the Borough
covers the full administrative area of the Borough as shown in Figure 1-1. However,
hackney carriages in Calderdale are zoned into a total of eight zones. Only the
Halifax zone has a limit on the number of hackney carriage vehicles, although all
new hackney carriage vehicles in any zone must be accessible.
Halifax has a total of five 24-hour ranks within the main central area (see Figure 12). The railway station rank is on private land and requires a supplementary licence.
Three of the other four ranks (George Square, Market Street and Southgate), all see
regular daytime use. The final 24-hour rank is a feeder in Commercial Street to
George Square. These ranks are supplemented by three night only ranks,
comprising a further feeder in Commercial Street for George Square, Commercial
Street (near the Theatre) and Waterhouse Street (opposite the Acapulco night club).
There are no other ranks within the Halifax zone. A number of changes have
occurred in this rank provision since the last study, arising from the completion of the
pedestrianised main central area.
With no limits on hackney carriage vehicle numbers in any other part of Calderdale,
this review of unmet demand covers only demand within the Halifax zone. Hackney
1

carriages are only allowed to pick up customers (whether from ranks, hailing or
phone bookings) within the zone for which they are licensed. The area for Halifax
zone vehicles is shown in Figure 1-3.
Consideration of the issues of the zoning system were covered in the 2007 study,
and the Council remains of the opinion that the zoning system best protects the
interests of those requiring the services of hackney carriages in Calderdale. At
present, the level of hackney carriages in the outer zones (with no limit on the
number of vehicles that can exist, as long as they are accessible), is tending to
reduce rather than increase. It is expected that, were the zoning system to be
abandoned, many of the remaining outer zone vehicles would migrate to Halifax,
leading to a worse service in the other zones, and an excess of vehicles in the
Halifax zone. Further summary discussion of this policy is provided in Chapter Two.

Figure 1-1 Calderdale Council licensing area

2

Figure 1-2 Taxi Rank locations Halifax

Figure 1-3 Halifax zone boundary
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The most recent Council statistics indicate that the Hackney Carriage fleet now
formally stands at 57 hackney carriages. This is a fall in numbers from the 68
formally recorded by the Department for Transport in 1997. The number of hackney
vehicles in the Halifax zone is limited to 37, a number which has not increased for
some while. In the same period, total private hire vehicles in Calderdale have grown
from 464 in 1997 to some 700 at the present time.
Table 1-1 below shows the locations, operating period and capacity of the hackney
carriage ranks in Halifax as provided to us by the Council. There are a total of 27
active full-time rank spaces, at some five locations, supplemented by 14 further
spaces only available at night in three locations. Figure 1-4 provides photographs of
each of the ranks, taken during the study period. The railway station rank (included
in the numbers above) is the only permanent private rank within the Calderdale
Council, Halifax zone.
Night time demand is currently monitored and assisted by the Police and the
licensing Authority.
Rank Location

Number of
Spaces

High
Demand

Rail Station Rank – 24 hour Private Rank
7



2. Market Street

5



3. George Square

6



4. Commercial Street Feeder

3



5. Southgate

6



1. Halifax railway station
24-hour Rank Locations

Night Time Rank Locations, 2300 – 0500
6. Commercial Street (night feeder)

5

7. Waterhouse Street (Acapulco night club)

3



Night Time Rank Location Midnight – 0500
8. Commercial Street near Theatre

6



Table 1-1 List of taxi ranks

In addition to the above ranks, there are two points designated for the loading of
wheel chairs into hackney vehicles. One is located in the Commercial Street feeder
rank, with the other located further along Market Street, on the left hand side. A
business card size advert has been produced for this rank and both locations are
clearly signed as wheel chair hackney pick-up points.
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Taxi Ranks within Calderdale

Photographs taken May 2010

Halifax Station

Market Street

George Square

Commercial Street – Daytime feeder and
location for loading WAV’s

Southgate

Commercial Street – night time additional
space (section at rear near bus)

Waterhouse Street

Commercial Street, near Theatre

Figure 1-4 Photographs of ranks
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1.3

Study outputs and outcomes
The study follows a statistically robust methodology, underpinned by collection of a
solid dataset of information, to develop recommendations which the Council can
implement with confidence. This report seeks to satisfy current DfT requirements and
build on the clear willingness to ensure that the overall „taxi‟ trade provides the best
possible service to those using „taxis‟ in the Calderdale licensing area.
The report concludes by setting Calderdale taxis within a “Living Strategy” capable of
evolving over the next five to 10 years within the development of the new Local
Transport Plan for the area. A key output will be an Action Plan for developing the
full hackney carriage and private hire industry to the benefit of Calderdale. The report
also specifically considers the potential to keep the study „topped up‟ by providing
means by which the Council can remain informed at all times in regard to the level of
demand for hackney carriages, with particular reference to ensuring sufficient
vehicles are available.

1.4

Study content
This report contains the following Chapters:
Chapter 2: Calderdale Taxi Industry Statistics
Chapter 3: Rank Surveys and Analysis
Chapter 4: Public and Stakeholder Consultations
Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions
Chapter 6: Recommendations.
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2

Calderdale Taxi Industry Statistics

2.1

Introduction
Details of the current hackney carriage and private hire industry in the Calderdale
licensing area were identified from information provided by the Council‟s Licensing
Department at the Inception Meeting held on 5th July 2010. The following sections
evaluate these details to set the local licensed vehicle service within a more national
context. They also confirm the study methodology as outlined in our proposal and
refined during the Inception Meeting.

2.2

Background to this study
The principal objective of this Study is to determine what level of demand exists for
hackney carriage services in the Halifax zone of the Calderdale Council licensing
area. This survey report fully satisfies the requirements of current licensing
legislation and best practice guidance (current version April 2010). It demonstrates
clearly and concisely the grounds on which the Council can defend its policy on
restriction of hackney carriage vehicles in the Halifax zone.
The 2010 Best Practice Guidance requires any survey to produce recommendations
with clear, detailed and unambiguous reasoning behind them. Specific elements of
the report demonstrate:
Whether, and if so to what extent, present quantity controls reduce the
availability of taxis
Whether, and if so to what extent, the same controls increase waiting time for
consumers
Whether, and if so to what extent, these controls reduce choice and safety for
the consumer
Whether, and if so how, these controls benefit customers
Confirmation of how the recommended limit has been derived and when it
should be reviewed
What development might alter the recommendation on limits on vehicles
How latent demand has been included in the study
How the study applies across the licensing area and not just to the areas with
ranks
Determining on the basis of clear documentation, whether there is strong
evidence that delimitation would lead to significant consumer detriment

7

The overarching aim of the survey is to demonstrate in a robust and sustainable
manner the existence or otherwise of any unmet demand for hackney carriages
within the restricted part of the licensing area (the Halifax zone), leading to a clear
assessment of any significant consumer detriment or benefit that might result from
any adjustment to, or removal of, hackney carriage vehicle limits.
This report also takes into account the implications of the 2005 Dundee ruling which
suggests that any council “must have evidence of the presence or absence of unmet
demand at the time of determining any application (for new hackney carriage
licences). Further details are discussed in Chapter 5.
The Council required this survey to include:
Rank observations
On-street interviews with the general public
Consultation with trade representatives and individual hackney carriage
drivers
Consultation with the disabled community (taking advantage of the recently
developed excellent relationship with the local disability partnership)
Consultation to include other relevant bodies, user groups, stakeholders and
the Equalities and Diversity Group
This report covers the following specific concerns of the Council:
Is there significant unmet demand for hackney carriage services in the Halifax
zone?
If so, how many licences would be needed to meet the identified unmet
demand
Should the Council delimit the Halifax zone, and if so, should this be by
staged arrangements or some other format
Clarification how the Council can meet the implications of the Dundee ruling.
This Report also aims to set taxi policy and development within the context of a
Living Strategy capable of evolving over the next five to ten years.
A number of matters regarding the proposed methodology were discussed in more
depth at the Inception Meeting. This meeting was held on Monday 5th July 2010, and
detailed notes are included in Appendix 1.

8

The following items were received at (or in advance of) this meeting:
a list of private hire operators
the fares table
contact details for Northern Rail
contact details for West Yorkshire police
contact details for the Halifax pub net chair and the chair of Halifax pubwatch
addresses for The Groove, Liquid and Maine Street, Acapulco and Chicago
night clubs
a copy of the card giving details of wheel chair vehicle loading points in
Halifax town centre
details of two contacts from the local disability group
details of the tourist board contact
contact details for both the Calderdale Royal and Huddersfield Royal
Infirmary hospitals.
During the meeting the Council stated that:
a high proportion of the 700 private hire vehicles in Calderdale served Halifax
town centre
the existence of private hire booking offices has been a key feature of the
trade operation in Halifax for a long time, and is an important provision of
transport home
two specific wheel chair vehicle loading points (to allow rear-loading to take
place safely) had been agreed and promoted with the disabled and trade
within the town centre, which were being specifically advertised
The Council also agreed that drivers should be alerted to the Trade Consultation Day
through a letter being sent to each driver. It was also agreed that trade
representatives would be alerted to ensure the word spread about the consultation
day. The hackney carriage trade held regular meetings and it might be possible to
take representation by attending one of their meetings rather than setting up a
separate meeting. Private hire views would be obtained both from the formal private
hire representative as well as through individual operators.

9

Before the inception meeting, discussions were held with the police and night
economy representatives to help confirm how night time demand for licensed
vehicles is managed. The police confirmed that there were two main peaks at night,
when most pubs closed, and when the clubs closed, and that demand generally
reduced to a negligible level before 0400.
A meeting was arranged with the chair of Halifax Pub Watch to discuss if there were
any issues or problems relating to taxi demand for the pub users in Halifax. In
general he stated that the level of taxis was appropriate in Halifax and worked well.
He gathered opinions from pub users about the trends of people using both hackney
carriages and private hire vehicles. He found that most people tended to use private
hire vehicles as opposed to hackney carriages. He said there was a perception that
the private hires provided better value than hackney carriages. During the daytime
he said there could be people queuing for a hackney carriage at the George Square
rank. However, in general he did not believe there were any significant issues
relating to taxi demand and that the present situation appeared to work very well.
A telephone conversation was held with a representative from the West Yorkshire
Police. They explained that all issues were well known by the licensing team, and
were generally dealt with as necessary. In terms of whether there were any specific
issues that needed investigating, they stated that Halifax was just like a normal town
centre and there were issues here and there but nothing in particular. There was
high demand beyond 03:00 but the town was usually clear by 04:00.
2.3

Previous Studies
The previous Calderdale study of hackney carriages saw surveys undertaken in
February, March and April 2007. This survey identified excess demand by
passengers in just 2% of the survey hours. This survey concluded there was no
significant unmet demand for the services of hackney carriages in the Halifax zone.
The 2007 survey also concluded that the zoning system served the licensing
authority and passengers in Calderdale well.

2.4

Comparison of general statistics
Statistics to compare Calderdale with other surrounding licensing authorities were
extracted from publicly available documents. These are shown in Table 2-1 below, in
descending order of the number of hackney carriages per 1,000 persons. At the
present time, all West Yorkshire authorities restrict hackney carriage numbers.
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DfT Statistics

Restrict

Number

Population

No of

No of

No of

Total No

Total Number

ed ?

of

(2008

Hackney

Private

Private

of

of Licensed

Hackney

Estimates

Carriages

Hire

Hire per

Licensed

Vehicles per

Vehicles

of 2010)

per 1000

Vehicles

1000

Vehicles

(000)

Population

2007

Population

1000
Population

Leeds

Yes

537

802

0.7

3698

4.6

4235

5.3

Kirklees

Yes

217

410

0.5

917

2.2

1134

2.8

Bradford

Yes

224

513

0.4

2025

3.9

2249

4.4

Wakefield

Yes

105

326

0.3

1050

3.2

1155

3.5

Calderdale

Yes

57

203

0.3

700

3.4

757

3.7

West Yorkshire
Totals

N/A

1140

2254

0.5

8390

3.7

9530

4.2

Table 2-1 Comparison of licensing statistics for Calderdale and other West Yorkshire districts
Source: Department for Transport (DfT) Survey of Licensing Statistics 2007.
1

Note : Vehicle numbers supplied by Calderdale Council November 2010.

Calderdale has the lowest number of hackney vehicles per 1,000 persons compared
to the surrounding districts. However, the level is equal to that for Wakefield which is
more similar to Calderdale in terms of the make-up of the area in terms of the level of
rural area within the licensing area. Also, even Leeds only has 0.7 hackney carriages
per 1000 population.
The level of private hire vehicles in Calderdale is the middle value of the five
authorities, and quite close to the average for West Yorkshire, and again similar to
Wakefield. Overall, the provision of licensed vehicles is marginally below the average
for the County. Despite private hire vehicles‟ dominance within the licensed vehicle
fleet of Calderdale, the area still has less than 10% of the private hire fleet of West
Yorkshire.
Not surprisingly, the two largest urban areas have the largest number of both
hackney carriage and private hire vehicles with Leeds particularly dominant in its
level of licensed vehicles – having nearly half the private hire vehicles of West
Yorkshire.
Calderdale appears to have a reasonable level of both hackney and private hire
vehicles within the context of West Yorkshire fleet sizes, although levels in West
Yorkshire do appear to be lower than other similar authorities around England
(where levels of hackney carriages tend towards 1 per thousand population).
2.5

Basic structure of the industry
Table 2-2 shows the basic structure of Calderdale‟s licensed vehicle industry in
2010. Calderdale has 57 hackney carriages and 700 private hire vehicles (July 2010
statistics). Of the total of 757 vehicles, 92% are private hire, with hackney carriages
making up just 8% of the licensed fleet. The Halifax zone hackney carriages make
up 5% of the fleet, with just 3% being other zone hackney carriages. This confirms
the dominance of the private hire vehicle within the licensed fleet of Calderdale.
11

Number of Licensed Vehicles
Taxi Vehicle Type
Number

Percentage

Hackney Carriage
(Halifax zone)

37

5%

Hackney Carriage
(other zones)

20

3%

Private Hire

700

92%

Total

757

100%

Table 2-2 Taxi industry structure

Table 2-3 highlights growth in hackney carriage and private hire vehicles since 1997,
where statistics are available, using DfT statistics (apart from in 2010, for which the
figures were provided directly by the Council). A total of 11 less hackney carriage
licences exist since 1997, although numbers have remained constant in the Halifax
(number limited) zone.
Private hire vehicles have risen by 236 vehicles since 1997. The total overall
licensed vehicle fleet has risen by a net 225 vehicles in the last 12 years, a 42%
increase. The largest amount of growth occurred between 2004 and 2005,
corresponding with the addition of some 100 private hire vehicles during that year.
Noticeably, the outer zone hackneys have reduced in most years.
Calderdale
Vehicle Numbers
Year

Hackney
(Halifax
zone)

Restricted

Private Hire

TOTAL

Annual Change

2010

57 (37)

Yes

700

757

- 0.3%

2007

64 (37)

Yes

700

764

+ 1%

2005

68 (37)

Yes

680

748

+16%

2004

65 (37)

Yes

580

645

+ 2%

1999

66 (37)

Yes

520

586

+ 5%

1997

68 (37)

Yes

464

532

Table 2-3 Historical vehicle number growth
Source: DfT Statistics (for years stated) and Calderdale Council (2010)

2.6

Fleet composition
Hackney carriage vehicles in the Halifax zone must all be accessible style. However,
the Council allows both purpose built and converted style vehicles. In actuality, the
bulk of the Halifax hackney carriage fleet comprises Fiat Scudo and Fiat Doblo, with
only one London style vehicle, and just one or two other types. This means that most
wheel chair access must be from rear loading. Further discussion regarding the
implications of this are provided below.
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2.7

Ownership structure
The 700 private hire vehicles are allied to some 51 private hire operators. Appendix
2 provides a detailed analysis of the location of the stated addresses for each of
these operators. Quite a number of the operators are based outside the Halifax
zone. However, there are some 10 operators – nearly a fifth of the number of
Calderdale operators - with their registered address within the main Halifax town
centre area, with perhaps up to 14 others located within the Halifax hackney zone
(meaning half the private hire operators are based within the Halifax zone).
There are also several booking offices located within the confines of the main town
centre, albeit generally on the edges and not in the main shopping area, although
several operator bases are located close to large clubs. In fact, an internet search for
taxi services in Halifax provided the following quote: “the company owns the largest
taxi rank in Halifax next door” (to the restaurant in question) (see
http://www.dooyoo.co.uk/restaurants-cafes-national/ziggys-spice-house). Private hire
is clearly established as a main method of getting home after a meal or club visit to
Halifax. Another private hire office is clearly visible from the railway station approach
road – although the presence of hackneys on this rank probably precludes anyone
from using that office regularly given the ready offer of a hackney vehicle on the
same side of a main road.

2.8

Zoning System
At the time of issue of the brief, Calderdale had a zoning system for hackney
carriage vehicles which saw the following number of vehicles in each zone:
Halifax

37, limited

Hebden Bridge

5

Brighouse

5

Elland

3

Sowerby Bridge

2

Todmorden

2

Ripponden and Hepton

2

Shelf

1

With no limit on the number of vehicles in the zones beyond Halifax, apart from the
stipulation that all new vehicles must be accessible, by definition, there cannot be
significant unmet demand according to Section 16 of the Transport Act 1985 in any
of these areas. However, since 1997 the number of hackney carriage vehicles in
these areas has reduced and the transfer to accessible style vehicles has been
protracted. This can only be counted as the effect of the market.
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2.9

Fares
The following tariffs for Hackney Carriage fares have been effective since 18th
February 2009:
Tariff One – between 0600 and 2300 seven days a week the fare is £1.90 for the
first 758.95 metres (or part thereof) and £0.10 for every subsequent 88.70 metres
(or part thereof).
Tariff Two – between 2300 and 0600 seven days a week the fare is £2.00 for the
first 562.36 metres (or part thereof) and £0.10 for every subsequent 78.64 metres
(or part thereof).
Tariff Three – between 0600 and 2300 seven days a week where five or more
passengers are carried the fare is based upon Tariff One plus half the meter fare.
Tariff Four – between 2300 and 0600 seven days a week where five or mopre
passengers are carried the fare is based upon Tariff Two plus half the meter fare.
Additional charges are as follows:
Waiting Time – £0.20 for every 40 seconds (or part thereof)
Each article of luggage or pram carried – £0.10 (max charge of £0.50)
Each extra person beyond two people – £0.10 (but also see tariffs three and four
if the number of passengers is five or more)
Soiling charge – £25.00
Bookings from 1800 on 24th December to 0600 on 27th December – Tariff Two
and Four will apply
Bookings from 1800 on 31st December to 0600 on 2nd January – Tariff Two and
Four will apply
In the June 2010 Private Hire Monthly fares league table, according to the 2-mile
Tariff 1 value, based on the magazine assumptions, Calderdale lies 277th equal (of
380 authorities including Scotland and Wales), in the table in terms of fare levels.
Wakefield and Kirklees have lower fares, whilst Leeds and Bradford have higher
fares.

2.10

Potential Developments in Halifax
It is understood that the Broad Street area will be redeveloped, with an opening date
of 2011 / 2012. This area will see both commercial day and night facilities provided.
Rank provision will be considered in this development.
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2.11

Complaints to Calderdale Licensing
Calderdale licensing do receive complaints in regard to hackney carriages in the
Halifax zone, although the Council did not consider that any of these had any direct
bearing on the result of this study.

2.12

Calderdale Licensing Enforcement
The Licensing section confirmed that regular and successful enforcement action was
taken in regard to private hire vehicles plying for hire.

15

3
3.1

Rank Surveys and Analysis
Survey methodology and programme summary
Rank surveys were undertaken by use of a video camera at selected sites within the
Calderdale area. In all cases, the video record of observations was viewed by
members of the Mouchel Transport Planning Team, with both statistical and
operational details of each rank being recorded.
In all cases, the detailed rank observation videos covered typical operating periods
for each location informed by local information and pre-survey site visits. Table 3-1
shows the dates and hours of observation. A total of 75 hours of video observations
were proposed to provide the basis of our statistical calculation of demand. Table 3-2
shows the actual hours undertaken during the survey period.
Location

Day

Time period of Rank
observations

Total Hours

Rank Survey Videos
Calderdale central area
Halifax Station

Friday

10:00 – 01:00

15

Market Street

Friday

10:00 – 19:00

9

George Square

Friday/Saturday

11:00 - 03:00

32

Southgate

Saturday

11:00 – 20:00

9

Waterhouse Street

Saturday

22:00 – 03:00

5

Friday

22:00 – 03:00

5

Total Proposed

75 hrs

Commercial Street
(near Theatre)

Table 3-1 Rank video survey locations and time periods

3.2

Specific rank video surveys
The ranks were surveyed on Friday 16th July and Saturday 17th July 2010. The
actual hours surveyed are detailed in Table 3-2 below.
Compared to our proposed observation, hours were amended following our further
site visits and discussions with West Yorkshire Police. George Square and
Waterhouse Street hours were extended to 04:00 on the early hours of Sunday
morning, and observations were added at the Commercial Street feeder to
supplement the George Square observations. Hours at Southgate and the Theatre
rank were reduced slightly to allow for the extensions at other locations and because
of further evidence that the former location sees few vehicles beyond shopping
hours. The net impact of the revisions was to increase formal video observations
from 75 to 80 hours.
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Location

Day

Time period of Rank
observations

Total Hours

Rank Survey Videos
Calderdale central area
Halifax Station

Friday

10:00 – 01:00

15

Market Street

Friday

10:00 – 19:00

9

Friday

11:00 – 03:00

16

Saturday

11:00 – 04:00

17

Saturday

22:00 – 04:00

6

Southgate

Saturday

11:00 – 19:00

8

Waterhouse Street

Saturday

22:00 – 04:00

6

Friday

00:00 – 03:00

3

George Square
Commercial Street
Feeder

Commercial Street
(near Theatre)

Total Actual
Observations

80 hrs

Table 3-2 Rank video survey locations and time periods

A summary of the results is provided in Table 3-3 below. Detailed accounts of our
findings for each rank surveyed follow. Full results are provided in Appendix 3.
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leaving empty

% of hackney carriages

hackney carriages (min)

Average wait time for

per hour

Average vehicle arrivals

passengers (min)

Average wait time for

hackney carriage

Passengers per

arrivals per hour

Average passenger

observation

Period of rank

No of spaces

Rank

th

Halifax
Station

Fri 16 July
7

8

1.2

0

8

00:26

15

30

1.4

0

23

00:11

4

32

1.6

0

21

00:13

5

45

1.7

0

27

00:12

2

11

1.5

0

50

00:05

86

7

1.5

0

29

00:06

85

00:04

67

10:00-01:00
th

Market
Street

Fri 16 July
5
10:00-19:00
th

Fri 16 July

George
Square

11:00-03:00
6
th

Sat 17 July
11:00-04:00
th

Commercial
Street (both

Sat 17 July
8
22:00-04:00

feeders)

th

Sat 17 July
Southgate

6
11:00-19:00
th

Waterhouse
Street

Sat 17 July
3
22:00-04:00
th

Commercial
Street (near
theatre)

One departure only

Fri 16 July
6

2

1.5

0

4

00:00-03:00

Table 3-3 Rank survey results
Note: In all cases at least one more vehicle tends to squeeze into the above formal space totals.
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3.2.1

Halifax railway station
Halifax has only one railway station within the Halifax zone, Halifax itself. Table 3-4
highlights research undertaken on the „Traintaxi‟ website, showing what „taxi-link‟
option is reported there. The table contains the exact wording from the website,
which for some locations does not reflect what actually exists at the station. The rank
provision described for Halifax refers to a booking office which we were unable to
find.
TrainTaxi Website
Rail
Station

Taxi
Rank

Booking
Office

Yes

Yes

Suggested
Operators

Useful Notes

A1 Bashys
Halifax

Pennine

Station is served by a taxi rank or a cab office.

Vinnys
Table 3-4 Train Taxi – Halifax station

This rank has seven marked spaces. These were only recently marked (certainly
since the last survey), and by the time this report is produced will have again been
revised following a rebuild of the station forecourt. It is understood that vehicles will
now face away from the station, with the first vehicle being furthest from the station.
Observations at this location were undertaken on Friday 16th July
3.2.1.1

th

Friday 16 July

This rank was surveyed between 10:00 and 01:00. During the whole day, a total of
127 passengers were observed, with on average 1.2 passengers per hackney
carriage. 19 hackney carriages (15%) departed the rank empty. There is no average
wait time for passengers as generally there were always taxis available. Only on one
occasion was there a passenger wait and this was for just 1 minute, in the hour
beginning 23:00.
Hackney carriage vehicles also had periods of waiting for passengers, with an
average wait of 26 minutes by hackney carriage vehicles for passengers, with a
maximum wait of just over 103 minutes for the longest waiting vehicle. The actual
average wait of vehicles for passengers fluctuated between 7 minutes and 55
minutes considering all hackneys attending the rank.
From observations it should be noted that although there were relatively high
numbers of taxis available, the majority of people leaving the rail station departed on
foot.
3.2.2 Market Street
The Market Street rank has five rank spaces and is located in the main shopping
area, with Tesco to its nearside and the market on the opposite side of the road. It
operates during daytime hours as this area tends to be empty once the shops are
shut. The head of the rank is furthest away from the start of Market Street, and all
vehicles have to continue around the one way system to leave the rank. Loading is
from the drivers‟ side. The nature of the rank precludes rear loading of wheel chair
vehicles in any easy manner. A separate area further along Market Street is provided
for such loading. Observations at Market Street were undertaken on Friday 16th July.
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3.2.2.1

th

Friday 16 July

This rank was surveyed between 10:00 and 19:00. During the whole day, a total of
270 passengers were observed, with on average 1.4 passengers per hackney
carriage. Just 9 hackney carriages (4%) departed the rank empty. There was only
one passenger wait time of three minutes (at 13:00). At all other times taxis were
readily available.
However, hackney carriage vehicles had an average wait of 11 minutes by hackney
carriage vehicles for passengers, with a maximum wait of just over 37 minutes for
the longest waiting vehicle. The actual average wait of vehicles for passengers
fluctuated between 5 and 32 minutes for all those vehicles attending this rank.
This rank ceased to be used once the shops in the area had closed, although
vehicles were still making some use beyond 18:00, with all eight hackneys observed
in this hour leaving with passengers.
3.2.3 George Square
The George Square rank is the only purpose-built rank in Halifax. Up to six vehicles
can fit into the designated area, although no vehicle within the queue can leave
before those in advance have left. The design means that passengers could enter
the vehicle from either side, although again the opportunity for loading wheel chairs
from the rear is limited without co-operation from other drivers.
For the purpose of rear-loading of wheel chairs, a further section of the rank is
provided in Commercial Street. A specific sign is provided clearly stating the spaces
are for wheel chair hackney carriage loading, and the Council have also provided a
card identifying this location as being set apart for this purpose (three spaces are
specified). This area is often used for private car parking. A further area of five
spaces is provided for use in Commercial Street as a night feeder to George Square
which provides parking spaces during the daytime. George Square rank therefore
expands to a total of 14 spaces for night demand. This rank is used at all times of
day and night, although the feeder spaces tend only to be used late at night.
The location was surveyed on Friday 16th July and Saturday 17th July together with
observation of the feeder spaces on Commercial Street on Saturday 17th July.
3.2.3.1

th

Friday 16 July

This rank was surveyed between 11:00 and 03:00. A total of 517 passengers were
observed to board a total of 327 hackney carriages. There were on average 1.6
passengers per hackney carriage. 16 hackney carriages (5%) departed empty.
Hackney carriages tended to face an average wait of 13 minutes for passengers,
with a maximum wait of 68 minutes. The actual average wait of vehicles fluctuated
between two minute and thirty minutes for all those attending this rank.
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3.2.3.2

th

Saturday 17 July

This rank was surveyed between 11:00 and 04:00. A total of 762 passengers were
observed to board a total of 459 hackney carriages. There were on average 1.7
passengers per hackney carriage. Just 8 hackney carriages (2%) departed empty.
Hackney carriages tended to face an average wait of twelve minutes for passengers,
with a maximum wait of just over 47 minutes. The actual average wait of vehicles
fluctuated between 2 minutes and 25 minutes for all those attending the rank.
However, this is an underestimate for times when the feeder rank is in operation,
when wait times of vehicles for passengers will be extended (see below).
Of all the ranks George Street received the largest volume of passengers and works
well due in the evening due to the Commercial Street feeder ensuring there are
always taxis available to passengers and wait times are minimal.
3.2.3.3

th

Commercial Street Feeder rank - Saturday 17 July

The Commercial Street feeder rank was surveyed between 22:00-04:00. Despite this
being officially a feeder rank to George Square, some 64 passengers were observed
to board a total of 42 hackney carriages from this location. There were on average
1.5 passengers per hackney carriage. All other vehicles (some 86%) proceeded to
load at George Square.
Hackney carriages tended to face an average wait of five minutes for passengers,
with a maximum wait of just over 34 minutes. The actual average wait of vehicles
fluctuated between 1 minutes and 16 minutes. For the hours when this feeder is
used, these values should be added to the hackney wait times at George Square,
suggesting at 22:00 the maximum wait was 49 minutes, with an average over all in
that hour of 21 minutes waiting time. However, use of the feeder rank tends to occur
at the busiest times at the main rank.
As would be expected for a feeder rank, 256 hackney carriages (86%) departed
empty, moving on to the rank at George Square. From 00:30 the rank became
increasingly busier with taxis not only queuing in the rank but extending into
Waterhouse Street. It should be noted that this was not a designated taxi rank
space. Often the hackneys, together with some private hire vehicles were causing
obstruction to the traffic flow by partially blocking the road. Some dangerous
situations were observed, particularly by private hire vehicles entering a non-highway
section of pavement, and then reversing out into the main junction, often into the
path of other vehicles.
3.2.4 Southgate
The Southgate rank is located in a mainly pedestrianised part of the town centre, and
operates during the daytime only, as demand ceases once the shops close. It has
six formal spaces, ending on a crossroads, although it often sees seven vehicles
squeezed into the space. The rank was surveyed on Saturday 17th July
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3.2.4.1

th

Saturday 17 July

This rank was surveyed between 11:00-19:00. A total of 46 passengers were
observed to board a total of 30 hackney carriages. There were on average 1.5
passengers per vehicle. 175 hackney carriages (85%) departed the site empty.
Hackney carriage vehicles faced an average wait of 6 minutes for passengers, with a
maximum wait of 19 minutes. The actual average wait of vehicles in any specific
hour fluctuated between three minutes and fifteen minutes.
The rank was used primarily as a waiting space. Although there was a high volume
of taxis which passed through the rank a high proportion departed empty, possibly
continuing to alternative ranks. At times the taxis rank is over-full. When the main
rank is full taxis are queuing further down the street or even in the bus bay opposite.
However, the level of hindrance to other traffic is minimal. At times private vehicles
parked at the rank however they were quickly ushered away by traffic wardens.
This rank also ceased to be used very soon after the shops were shut, with the last
three hackneys departing very shortly after 18:00. Hence, although we formally
observed seven hours at this location, the last hour was effectively irrelevant to
either demand or supply issues. This was in contrast to Market Street, where the
rank was still used a little in the last hour of observations.
3.2.5 Waterhouse Street
This rank is a night only facility, mainly marked by a plate, and used for standard
parking during the daytime. Some three spaces are provided with the aim of serving
the Acapulco night club which is on the other side of the road. Observations were
undertaken on the evening of Saturday 17th July
3.2.5.1

th

Saturday 17 July

This location was surveyed between 22:00-04:00. A total of just 2 passengers were
observed to board a taxi. Only four taxis waited in the taxi rank with three departing
empty. Average taxi wait times were only one minute. Much of the time, the rank was
parked in by private vehicles. Proximity to the Commercial street feeder meant the
Waterhouse street rank was often bypassed by vehicles arriving. Most passengers
from this area proceeded to the Commercial Street feeder and obtained vehicles at
that point, or continued to George Square.
Private hire vehicles often use road adjacent to the taxi rank for collecting
passengers, often blocking the road by double parking. When combined with the taxi
queue from the Commercial Street feeder extending down Waterhouse Street this
often leads to hazardous occurrences with hackneys and private hire vehicles
blocking the busy road.
3.2.6 Commercial Street, Theatre rank
A night only rank with six spaces is provided on the section of Commercial Street
outside one exit from the Theatre. The spaces are used for disabled parking during
the daytime. This location was observed on Friday 16th July
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th

3.2.6.1

Friday 16 July

This location was surveyed between 00:00-03:00. A total of 4 passengers were
observed, with on average 1.5 passengers per vehicle. 8 vehicles departed the site
empty.
Vehicles on average had a short average wait of four minutes for passengers, with a
maximum wait of just ten minutes. The actual average wait of vehicles fluctuated
between nine and fifteen minutes through the hours of operation.
Use of the taxi rank by passengers and drivers was fairly infrequent with the majority
of taxis departing empty. The presence of private and police vehicles in the rank
often obstructed hackneys from the opportunity to use this rank, although there
appeared very low demand in this area.
3.3

Manual surveys
Corroborative surveys were undertaken during site visits to the area. These included
the pre-tender visit, the inception meeting visits (including a review undertaken in
conjunction with our discussions with the night trade representatives and police), and
visits undertaken during the course of the rank surveys. During these visits,
hackneys were generally observed at the 24-hour ranks during their operating hours.
Further observation of the corner near the Southgate rank showed some obstruction
caused by over-ranking, but this was never observed to become a serious issue nor
to jeopardise general road safety. At no time did any of our observations contradict
those of the video surveys.

3.4

Level of hackney carriage activity
In order to gauge the level of hackney carriage activity we have calculated the
number of vehicle arrivals and loaded trips per hour. Table 3.5 shows the average
loaded trips per hour per video location.

Rank Location

Hours
Surveyed

Day

15

8

7

th

9

23

22

th

16

21

20

17

27

27

6

50

7

7

29

4

6

Just one trip observed

Friday 16 July

Market Street

Friday 16 July
Friday 16 July

George Square

th

Saturday 17 July

Southgate

Average
Loaded
Vehicle Trips
per Hour

th

Halifax Station

Commercial Street feeder

Average
Vehicle
Arrivals per
Hour

th

Saturday 17 July
th

Saturday 17 July
th

Waterhouse Street

Saturday 17 July

Commercial Street near Theatre

Friday 16 July

th

Overall

3

4

1

79

162

88

Table 3-5 Summary of average loaded trips per hour
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Table 3-5 shows that George Square and Market Street are the two busiest ranks in
terms of demand for hackney carriages in Halifax. Saturday overall at George
Square is over half as busy again as the Friday. This position is strengthened when
the small demand from the feeder rank is also added in. Halifax Station is the next
busiest rank, although it has much more balanced demand and less than a third of
the demand of the two busiest ranks. Southgate sees around the same level of
demand from passengers as the railway station, but operates less hours. This rank
also has a high excess of vehicles and appears to be feeding either the Market
Street rank (just further round the one way system), or providing vehicles to radio
circuits. Interestingly, this was the location where the second largest number of
different hackney carriage plates was observed, not all of which appeared at Market
Street (see below).
Furthermore, there were very few – if any - times when any of the active ranks were
observed without vehicles. Even late at night, plenty of hackney carriages were
available to those leaving the area.
3.5

Review of hackney vehicles available for service
Hackney carriage plate numbers were recorded for a total of 22 hours across the two
survey days at all ranks. During these 22 hours, only one of the 37 hackney carriage
plates were not seen (just 3% of the fleet). It was believed that this vehicle was still
off the road undergoing maintenance. There were a total of 495 different
observations recorded. A similar high figure had been obtained during the pre-tender
site survey in May when 60% of the fleet was seen in just one hour on a Friday
afternoon.
34 different vehicles were seen at George Square, 30 at Southgate, 26 at the railway
station, 26 at Market Street but just seven near the Theatre rank. The two vehicles
seen most were observed 22 times. Just eight were seen less than 10 times.
Overall, the level of activity of the fleet of hackney carriages was very high, with no
evidence of either a significant reduction in the number of vehicles operating, nor any
evidence of ranks being flooded by vehicles. Halifax zone vehicles generally appear
to be highly active.

3.6

Double shifting
The high level of activity in the hackney fleet demonstrated above suggests there is
a high level of double shifting of drivers using hackney carriage vehicles. The
hackney carriage trade confirmed that double shifting occurs. However, there is no
or little treble-shifting, which could occur were demand higher.

3.7

The Dundee Ruling
During 2005, a ruling was made in the Scottish courts regarding a case between the
Dundee Taxi Cab Company and Dundee City Council (ref 2005 CSIH30). Whilst this
ruling was under the Civic Government Scotland Act 1982, and not Section 16 of the
Transport Act 1985, the concern related to the conclusion that no more hackney
plates were needed because there was satisfaction there was “no significant
demand for the services of hackney carriages which remained unmet” (exact same
wording as Section 16).
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The issue that had arisen was that the licensing committee had said they were
satisfied in this respect, but were in fact relying simply on a previous study, and the
fact a new study was under way. It was clear to the judge that current knowledge of
the demand for hackney carriages was very poor. All that was expected was that
“the matter (of demand) was kept under review by an official who has the information
to properly judge if demand has increased to a level requiring more vehicle licences”.
The judges‟ decision to allow more plates to be issued was upheld.
The case makes it clear that any licensing section must therefore understand well
the issues of demand and supply in its licensing area, and be up to speed at all times
with the factors that might require further plates to be issued. Any doubts in regard to
the operational situation and the level of balance between supply and demand
should be dealt with promptly.
3.8

Conclusions from rank surveys
Taking into account all the observations in this chapter, including the video, manual
and plate number observations, we consider there is a good service of hackney
carriages to those requiring their services in Halifax. Throughout our observations,
just 4 people were observed to wait for a hackney carriage, none of whom waited for
more than three minutes. Even near the Acapulco Club, despite the parking abuse of
the rank, hackneys were available for those wishing to obtain them, and many did in
fact take such vehicles from the rear of the Commercial Street feeder rank.
All but one of the hackney carriage fleet was observed to be active during the course
of our survey work. The fleet is highly active, but there remained spare capacity
available in the form of one vehicle not observed, and the opportunity for treble
shifting, if demand were to increase.
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4
4.1

Public and stakeholder consultations
Introduction
A wide ranging public consultation exercise was undertaken. A public attitude
questionnaire was undertaken with members of the public within the Licensing Area.
Consultations were also undertaken with key stakeholders, mainly by telephone,
including representatives from the following groups:
Supermarkets & shopping centres;
Hotels and guest houses;
Restaurants;
Public houses & night time economy;
The police;
Hospitals; and
Disabled and other groups.
In all cases, consultees were phoned at least twice. If no response was obtained, a
letter was sent giving a period of time by which responses were required. Appendix
4 provides a summary of those responding, and those who did not reply by any
method during the time available for this study.
A consultation day was held with members of the hackney carriage trade. This
meeting was advertised by encouragement from representatives to the 67 or so
Halifax zone hackney carriage drivers to attend. Private hire consultation was
undertaken by talking to the private hire representative and to a sample of the
operators in the Halifax area.

4.2

Public attitude survey regarding hackney carriage and private hire
A 14 question public attitude survey was undertaken with 150 members of the public
in Halifax town centre on Saturday 17th July 2010. The survey was undertaken by our
specialist survey contractor who used experienced staff to carry out the interviews
with the public. Appendix 5 contains the complete set of answers to the
questionnaire. Table 4-1 below shows the overall percentage of answers for each
question asked.
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Question
Q1: Have you used a Taxi in the last 3
months in Calderdale?
Q2: How often do you use a Taxi in
Calderdale?

Q3: How do you normally obtain a Taxi?

Q4: Do you have a problem obtaining a Taxi
when you need one?

Q5: How long do you usually have to wait?

Q6: How would you rate the service
provided by the taxis?

Q7: What kind of problem, if any, have you
had with a taxi service?

Q8: What would encourage you to use taxis
or use them more often?

Q9: Do you have regular access to a car?
Q10: Do you live in the area?
Q11: Gender of Interviewee
Q12: Age of Interviewee

Answer
Yes
Daily
Once a week
Few times a month
Once a month
Less than once a month
At a rank
Hail in the street
Telephone an operator
Use a free phone
Mix of these
Yes
No
Less than 10 mins
10 – 20 mins
More than 20 mins
Varies according to time
of day
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Design of vehicle
Driver issues
Position of ranks
Delay in getting a taxi
Cleanliness
Other
Cheaper fares
Better vehicles
More taxis to phone for
Better drivers
More taxis I could hail or
get at a rank
Yes
No
Yes
No
Male
Female
Under 30
31-55
55 +

Percentage
73%
10%
18%
19%
11%
15%
7%
1%
45%
1%
19%
7%
67%
44%
21%
3%
5%
22%
65%
12%
1%
2%
10%
3%
17%
6%
63%
39%
5%
5%
13%
3%
63%
37%
86%
14%
43%
57%
26%
47%
27%

Table 4-1 Public attitude survey key results
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4.2.1

Summary of responses
The statistics shows that a high percentage of people (73%) had used a taxi in the
last three months. 18% of people used a taxi at least once a week and 19% used
them a few times a month. One in ten people used taxis daily. In the 2007 survey,
29% had used a taxi in the last month, with 14% using them once a week and 14% a
few times a month. This suggests a potentially marginally higher usage now than at
that time, although the change is not significant.
The majority of people telephone for a vehicle (45%) with only 7% and 1% obtaining
a taxi at a rank or hailing one on the street respectively. A further 19% use a mix of
the various options. This does, however, suggest that journeys booked by phone
dominate the market within Halifax. Furthermore, in 2007 there was no „mixed‟ option
given, so rank use was higher at 36% and phone use at 58%. This might suggest
some reduction in hackney usage between 2007 and 2010 compared to phone
usage.
67% stated that they did not have a problem obtaining a taxi when needed and 44%
stated that they never needed to wait more than 10 minutes for one when required.
22% rated the service provided by taxis as „excellent‟ and 65% as „good‟. Just 1%
rated it as „poor‟. There appears to be a significant improvement since 2007, when
just 8% claimed the service as good, but 26% „average‟.
In terms of problems or issues faced by passengers, 17% stated that sometimes
there was a delay in getting a taxi (which seems at odds with the short wait times
quoted), 10% cited driver issues and 6% stated that the cleanliness of taxis was an
issue.
The responses to these three previous questions suggest there is no evidence for
any latent demand for taxis – people can get a taxi when they want one, they think
the service is excellent or good, and few overall have issues with the service
provided.
When asked what factor would encourage them to use taxis more often, 39% stated
cheaper fares, 13% stated having better drivers and 5% having better vehicles.
Taking this with the problems faced suggests the main issue needing attention (if
any, given the low level of issues), would be better driver training, which could
reduce the issues people have using taxis and encourage more use.
63% stated that they had regular access to a car which is relatively low, although
probably reasonable for West Yorkshire overall.

4.2.2

Summary
The fact that only 63% stated that they had regular access to a car means that there
is more of a dependency on taxis compared to other places with higher car
availability, which is reflected in the fact that 73% used a taxi in the last three months
and 47% use a taxi at least a few times a month.
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The taxi trade in Halifax is generally looked upon quite favourably by the public
surveyed. The fact that 87% rated the trade as either excellent or good means that
there are no distinctive issues or problems relating to the trade from the point of the
view of the public.
4.2.3

Validity of Observations
The general statistics of those consulted were compared with values for Calderdale
for the latest 2008 estimates of 2010 populations. Whilst these figures relate to the
whole of the district, not Halifax, which might imply there will not be an exact
comparison, Table 4-1 below suggests our survey was slightly under-represented by
males, and also under-represented by those over the age of 55. However, we do not
think this will have affected the results in any significant way in terms of opinions
regarding licensed vehicles.

4.3

Category

2008 projections of 2010

2010 survey data

Male

48%

43%

Female

52%

57%

15 to 29

22%

26%

30 – 54

43%

47%

55 +

35%

27%

Consultation with supermarkets
Major supermarkets were contacted in the Halifax area. This was done with a view to
establishing the opinions of staff and customers, largely via feedback from the store
managers, regarding the local taxi service.
Of the supermarkets contacted 1 store confirmed the taxi service provided was used
by their customers only (and not staff) and 3 stores contacted confirmed the taxi
service provided was used by customers and staff. 3 stores had a preferred private
hire operator and 1 store rang the operators for their customers. Of the 4
supermarkets contacted all confirmed ranks were located in the vicinity but were not
used by the customers or staff. In general the service provided was believed to be
comfortable and efficient. Store managers believed there to be sufficient taxis and
had no complaints regarding the service from staff or customers and described short
waiting times with an average 5 – 10 min wait. It was confirmed by the stores that
weekends was the busy period for the stores and the taxis.
All the stores contacted had a contract with a preferred private hire company and
provided a free phone facility for their staff and customers.
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Feedback regarding the licensed vehicle fleet in the majority was good, with no
complaints from customers or staff. The service overall was deemed punctual, with
short waiting times.
The stores stated no improvements were required due to the standard of service
already provided by the operators.
4.4

Consultation with hotels
Major hotels were contacted located in Halifax. It was confirmed the service was
used by customers and staff. All of the Hotels were requested to call for a licensed
vehicle on behalf of their guests and staff. Taxi ranks were located in the vicinity but
were not used by the customers or staff.
Of the 4 hotels contacted 3 out of 4 had a contract with a preferred local company
and 1 hotel rang the private hire company for their customers.
The hotel staff and their customers tended to rely upon service provided by the
private hire companies. However, there was a general consensus that there were
sufficient vehicles to service their customers and staff. The hotels confirmed they
were busier at the weekends. The hotels stated the average waiting times were five
to 10 minutes.
Overall the feedback was generally positive because the service their customers and
staff received raised no memorable complaints and felt the drivers were polite and
helpful.

4.5

Consultation with hospitals
The Calderdale Royal Hospital and The Huddersfield Royal Infirmary were contacted
in Halifax. This was done with a view to establishing the opinions of hospital
regarding the local taxi service. Both Hospitals confirmed they would be willing to
take part in the survey via e-mail only. We have therefore sent an e-mail requesting
their independent views.
No phone, written or e-mailed contributions have been received to date.

4.6

Consultation with tourist board
The Tourist Board was contacted in Halifax to establish their independent opinions
regarding the local taxi service.
The Tourist Board confirmed they would be willing to take part in the survey via email. We have therefore sent an e-mail requesting their independent views on the
service provided by the local taxi service within Halifax. No response was received
by the date of preparation of this report.

4.7

Consultation with disability groups
Contact was made with the chair of the disability partnership in Halifax. It was
arranged that a member of the Calderdale Taxi Study team would attend their next
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monthly meeting. Subsequently, a meeting was attended on the 27th July 2010 and
the attendees were questioned about what worked well and what issues or problems
they had with taxis relating to their reduced mobility needs. The following paragraphs
provide a summary of the key points raised by attendees of the meeting. These
views provide a snapshot representation of the views of taxi users for those with
reduced mobility. A further meeting was held on the 18th August with the Disability
Steering Group (discussed further below).
The group were asked whether they were aware of the two disabled taxi pick up
points in Halifax town centre. In general, people were unaware of these locations
and felt that better promotion was needed so people knew about these facilities. It
was suggested that the wheel chair pick up point cards produced by the council
could be distributed in hackney carriages, which would make people more aware of
the disabled pick up and drop off locations.
Most of the attendees of the meeting preferred to use private hire vehicles as
opposed to hackney carriages. All private hire users agreed that they liked the
continuity of keeping to the same company, so that they understood their specific
needs. One person questioned stated she used private hire vehicles as this was the
only number she could remember and she did not know what number to contact for a
hackney carriage. It appeared there was a lack of information for users in terms of
how to use hackney carriages.
In general, most users booked taxis over the phone. Due to the users mobility
issues, it was felt that this was more convenient that going to a dedicated rank.
Hackney carriage ranks were however used by some users, and no concerns were
expressed in terms of their location. The few people that did use the ranks felt that
there were no problems in having to wait for a vehicle.
Several users who were questioned had the perception that when trying to hail a
hackney carriage which was driving and not in a rank, the hackney carriage would
see the wheel chair user and drive straight past, even when there was disabled
sticker visible on the vehicle. It was perceived that it was too much effort for the
drivers to deal with wheel chair users and preferred to ignore them and drive back to
the rank and pick up somebody else. There was no further proof of this.
It was felt by many people questioned that hackney carriage drivers need better
training on how to deal with people with disabilities. Some felt they were not friendly
and did not know how to fasten the wheel chair users into the car properly.
A few people questioned also raised concerns that some taxi drivers refused guide
dogs in their taxis for cultural or religious reasons.
One person questioned stated that in Staffordshire and Leicestershire, the taxis
provide the licence number and driver details in Braille inside the vehicles. For
people with certain disabilities this is important from a safety perspective as it
confirms whether the driver is who he says he is. This is not the case for hackney
carriages in Halifax and was felt that this could be useful for some users.
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For people with certain disabilities, a system of texting for a taxi was felt to be useful.
One user stated that some private hire vehicles started the meter for charging whilst
loading the wheel chair into the vehicle, which was considered by this user to be
totally unacceptable.
Another user had a motorised wheel chair which would not fit into current Halifax
accessible vehicles. They had purchased their own vehicle to cover their specific
need. Another wheel chair user stated they had just one company with a vehicle
capable of taking their wheel chair. Calderdale Council believe that the majority of
wheel chairs, including many electric style ones, can be transported in the current
fleet, although the range of wheel chairs will always make finding an appropriate
vehicle for all difficult. Even the Department for Transport have accepted this and
failed to identify a „one fits all‟ vehicle for wheel chair users.
The further meeting, with the disability steering group, was held in order to discuss in
more depth, the issues and problems relating to the use of taxis by users with
disabilities. Most of the views reflected what had already been raised at the previous
meeting with the Disability Partnership on the 27th July. The meeting was attended
by Andrea Pickerill from Calderdale Licencing, a Mouchel representative and 12
steering group members. The key points from the steering group meeting are
outlined in the following bullet points:
Questions were raised regarding the age that taxis needed upgrading and
have their licences renewed. It was stated that from the 6th February 2007, all
Hackney Carriage Vehicles had to be accessible. In general, taxi licences
stop being valid for vehicles over 10 years of age. It was mentioned that
licensing safety spot checks occur on all licensed taxis in Calderdale. The
group felt the vehicles appeared old.
Issues were raised regarding the cleanliness of some taxi vehicles and the
Group requested that they should be kept clean.
Concerns were reiterated by the group that some taxi drivers refused guide
dogs in their taxis for cultural or religious reasons.
The group reiterated that for people with certain disabilities, having the taxi
licence details in Braille inside the taxi in brail would be very useful.
The general consensus from the steering group was that the taxi drivers
needed to be more polite and helpful. Some users had experiences of being
dropped off at the wrong entrances of buildings. Some taxi drivers were
helpful in assisting people with specific needs, however others did not seem
to help at all. There was inconsistency regarding the level of service provided
by the taxi drivers.
Further concerns were expressed regarding to the lack of training for taxi
drivers and that they do not know how to deal with people with disabilities. It
was stated that in order for a Hackney Carriage licence to be issued, there is
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a requirement of a test from the DSA which includes an „accessible‟ module.
This shows the taxi driver how to deal with wheel chair users. It was felt that
there may be a need to explore whether there is a need for further training
over time.
The group suggested there was inconsistency relating to how ramps were
used and how wheel chair users were clamped / strapped into the vehicle.
Some people did not feel secure regarding the way certain taxi drivers
strapped wheel chair users into the vehicles. It was felt that funding options
needed to be explored so that taxi drivers could gain further training.
It was felt by the group that clarification was needed regarding whether the
taxi driver should or should not put on the meter on whilst loading the wheel
chair into the taxi.
Concern was expressed about difficulties in getting a taxi capable of holding
wheel chairs in the outer zones of Halifax.
There was uncertainty within the group as to what was meant by an
„accessible vehicle‟. This is due to certain types of taxi being more accessible
to users with certain disabilities and other vehicles being more accessible to
people with other needs. It was felt that having a mixed fleet of vehicles could
be beneficial, as a saloon type taxi could be more comfortable than an
„accessible‟ vehicle.
The group expressed concerns regarding the reliability of the private hire
service provided by some operators. A question was raised by the group if
there was an „approved list‟ of licensed vehicles for users with additional
needs.
Questions were raised regarding a text service for booking taxis. It was stated
that this had been put in place by some taxi companies. It was felt that a list
of taxi companies that could be booked by text should be made available.
In terms of making complaints against certain taxi drivers, it was felt that a „3
strikes and you are out‟ policy such as in London could be considered. If 3
verified complaints have been made against a taxi driver then they would lose
their licence. It was felt that some sort of penalty was needed to deter bad
behaviour by the taxi drivers.
A question was raised by the group whether there was scope for taxi
vouchers for wheel chair users where there is not a free bus service.
A system that is used in Warrington was discussed whereby people with
disabilities have a coloured plastic wallet which they hold up to taxis, so the
taxi driver knows it is a person requiring additional needs. In the wallet would
be a list of the top 10 most visited destinations, as well as the home
destination of the wallet holder. It was felt that maybe a similar system in
Halifax could be considered.
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In summary, the level of disabled feedback in regard to licensed vehicles in Halifax is
very high compared to most other recent studies undertaken. The comments and
feedback is also constructive and generally positive.
4.8

Consultation with other groups – town centre manager
The Town Centre Manager was contacted. They were not aware of any complaints
regarding the service provided by taxis. They also said the Council were already
aware of any issues they might otherwise repeat to us. The town centre manager
also confirmed no footfall counter information was available.
We also attempted to contact the Woolshops manager. We were unable to contact
them despite two attempts. A letter was sent asking the manager to telephone or
email us with their comments / issues. No phone, written or e-mailed contributions
have been received to date.

4.9

Consultation with drivers
CMBC sent out a letter, on behalf of Mouchel, inviting all licensed hackney carriage
drivers to a consultation meeting with Mouchel staff to be held on 16th August 2010
between 1900 and 2030 at Halifax Fire Station. If it was not possible for the drivers
to attend they were encouraged to telephone or email with their comments or issues.
No phone, written or e-mailed contributions were received nor were any apologies
for non attendance.
14 drivers attended the consultation including the chairman of the hackney carriage
trade in Halifax. The downturn in business was attributed to the recent recession but
was mainly due to the increase in the number of private hire vehicles in recent years,
especially in the town centre.
There are currently 80 to 90 drivers serving the 37 hackney carriage vehicles,
approximately 2.5 drivers per vehicle. All drivers stated that they double-shift and
have been doing so for the past three to four years. No treble-shifting takes place as
there is insufficient business to justify such shifts.
Only one driver out of the 14 who attended was on a radio circuit. This is because
the charge for radio circuits is becoming more and more expensive – mobile phones
may soon take over.

4.9.1

Private hire trade
When an application is submitted for a private hire licence, the number of vehicles in
the fleet is declared. However, the drivers present stated that this number is never
monitored and fleet sizes tend to increase without permission. It was suggested that,
due to supply far exceeding demand, the initial fleet size for private hire operators be
monitored and that these vehicle limits be enforced.
It was claimed that on a number of occasions, planning permission was granted for a
private hire company premises (headquarters) before the private hire company was
granted a license. The drivers felt this should be the other way round.
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Drivers complained that private hire firms were significantly undercutting their fares,
which means hackney carriage drivers cannot compete and therefore lose a
significant amount of the business available, which is already stretched thin due to
supply exceeding demand.
Drivers complained about supposed employees of private hire companies „touting‟
for business using a radio outside certain nightclubs on Commercial Street on Friday
and Saturday nights. These individuals apparently approach people on-street as to
whether they require a taxi and then radio a taxi to come and collect people. This
practice is considered to be illegal plying for hire and is heavily damaging business
for hackney carriage drivers as potential customers are being taken away. Hackney
drivers wanted this practice to stop immediately. If nightclubs have contracts or
„gentlemen‟s agreements‟ with certain private hire companies, all bookings should
take place within the nightclub premises for specific nightclub customers and not
outside on the street to the general public.
There were also complaints about nightclub doormen encouraging customers to use
private hire vehicles and to avoid the „white‟ (hackney carriage) taxis as they were
deemed „more expensive‟.
4.9.2

Taxi ranks
Safety concerns were highlighted at the George Square rank in relation to the iron
bollards placed on both sides of the rank. The rank itself is considered to be too
narrow and passengers wanting to enter or exit taxis struggle due to the presence of
these bollards – drivers and passengers feel fenced in.
Also, the first bus stop in front of the George Square rank is considered to be too
close to the rank. Any bus which parks at the stop to pick and drop off passengers
blocks the entire rank. When drivers sound their horns for the bus to move, bus
drivers appear to stay parked at the stop longer. Vehicles cannot even manoeuvre
around the bus as there is not enough room to do so.
Also, private hire vehicles tend to park around this rank which makes it even more
difficult for hackney carriages to manoeuvre.
The layout of the railway station is due to change with taxis expected to face away
from the station in the future. The drivers objected to this proposed system as it
would mean that passengers would have to walk past hackney carriages to get to
the front of the queue. Also, the driver at the front of the queue would not be able to
see people coming out of the station. The current system is fine and should not be
changed.
The drivers felt there is an issue in relation to parked cars on the Commercial Street
feeder rank at night. This is not so much of an issue during the day as the rank is not
used by taxis during the day. However, the problem seems to persist at night. The
parked cars obstructing the rank are a combination of private cars and private hire
vehicles. Also, this rank is closest to the Victoria Theatre but is only operational
between 0000 and 0500. As theatre showings typically finish between 2000 and
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2300, the timings of the rank are not conducive to patrons using it. The drivers
would like the operating times for this rank to be earlier (ideally 2200). Drivers would
also like it if the rank was on the opposite side of the road. This is mainly due to the
fact that the taxi sign is not big or obvious enough for people therefore a request was
made for all taxi rank signs to be made bigger and more conspicuous (also very
much at Southgate).
The Commercial Street feeder rank is also the only rank which has the word „taxis‟
painted on the road. Drivers would like to see all ranks have the word „taxis‟ painted
on the road.
Drivers stated that the rank outside the Acapulco nightclub on Waterhouse Street is
on the wrong side of the road and that it should be immediately outside the club so
that business from the club can be readily obtained by hackney carriages. Currently,
private hire vehicles are parking immediately outside the club and also on the rank
itself. When asked by drivers to move, private hire vehicles claim that it is their rank
and therefore have every right to park there. Also, on a number of occasions
bouncers have chosen to illegally park on the taxi rank for convenience. This is
another reason why the taxi sign should be bigger, brighter and more conspicuous.
The drivers stated that they would ideally like to see ranks in the following locations
without taking away any existing ranks:
Immediately outside the Liquid nightclub on Commercial Street
Daytime ranks outside Sainsbury‟s and Tesco‟s
A rank outside The Tube nightclub on Ward End was applied for but this was
objected to by the police on the basis that it would cause friction with the private
hire operators that were based in that area.
The part-time Crown Street rank was discontinued. Drivers are hoping to
negotiate this back into use.
4.9.3

Relationship with CMBC licensing office
There have been occasional times where the drivers felt the CMBC licensing office
has not had the resources to properly enforce policy. However, the drivers present
believed the trade had a good relationship with the CMBC licensing office and that
the licensing office was responsive, cooperative and helpful in all taxi matters.
Communication between the trade and licensing office was also good arising from
the chairman being invited to meetings every 2-3 months.

4.9.4

Wheel chair users
The disabled community only represent around 1% of the business in Halifax
although all hackney carriage vehicles are accessible.
The drivers acknowledged the wheel chair user pick-up points, and confirmed they
are well used, both for set downs and pick ups. The protocol by the trade is that any
wheel chair user wishing to use a hackney carriage must present themselves to the
nearby rank, and then proceed to the pick up point where a vehicle would meet
them. At Market Street, there was some concern from the drivers that pick-ups were
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a little awkward in terms of the distance the wheel chair users had to go to the pickup point, although most seemed happy to do this.
4.10

Summary of trade consultation
The trade was generally content with the CMBC licensing office and the relationship
with the police in general. There is a commonly heard grievance with the private hire
trade in terms of claims of illegal parking on ranks, obstructions and illegal plying or
„touting‟ for hire.
Drivers would like to see better layout of existing ranks, mainly George Square, and
would preferably like to a see a rank outside the Liquid nightclub and a larger more
prominent presence outside the Acapulco nightclub.
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5

Summary and conclusions

5.1

Background
This report forms a review of the licensed vehicle industry of Calderdale. The Report
focuses on current demand identified through video and manual surveys, trade &
stakeholder consultations and desk studies.

5.2

The taxi fleet and industry structure
The hackney carriage fleet at the time of the survey consisted of 57 vehicles, of
which 37 are within the limited Halifax zone. All these vehicles are accessible.
Overall provision of licensed vehicles in Calderdale is below the average for West
Yorkshire, but not the lowest in provision. In terms of hackney carriages, both
Calderdale and Wakefield have 0.3 hackneys per thousand population within West
Yorkshire, although Leeds only has a level of 0.7 vehicles. Halifax zone hackney
carriages are just 5% of the licensed fleet of Calderdale.
Private hire numbers have increased some 50% since 1997. Most of the growth was
between 2004 and 2007, though there has been little growth in the private hire fleet
since 2007.
All the vehicles in the Halifax zone hackney carriage fleet are accessible, although
the range of vehicles allowed is quite wide. Interestingly, the bulk of the Halifax fleet
are either Fiat Scudo or Fiat Doblo, with just one or two other vehicles, and perhaps
just one strict purpose-built Tx style vehicle in the fleet. No further analysis was
undertaken of the vehicle make-up of the private hire fleet.
Fares are amongst the lowest third in the United Kingdom, being 277th out of the 380
authorities compared in the Private Hire Monthly table in June 2010.

5.3

Rank activity
The Halifax zone is well-provided with hackney carriage ranks. In total there are 41
spaces at night for the 37 vehicles, although the daytime level is just 27, of which 7
are at a private rank. However, this is a very high level of rank provision for the fleet
compared to most other areas. It is acknowledged that three of these 24-hour
spaces are not readily available during the day-time, but nevertheless the provision
of spaces is very good.
Following early consultation, some 80 hours of rank observation were undertaken,
covering all the ranks provided in Halifax. The police suggested that there were no
major problems in licensed vehicle provision in the town, although they did confirm
that demand remains high until after 03:00, although falling away to next to no
demand at 04:00.
George Square is the busiest rank in terms of passengers, followed by Market
Street. Southgate is used by vehicles, but less so by passengers, and tends to feed
Market Street rank and possibly some radio demand (more different vehicles were
observed at this location than at Market Street).
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The railway station rank sees reasonable use, with about the same level of usage as
Southgate, but over a longer period. Neither of the two night only ranks is used to
any significant extent.
Saturday nights were the busiest with 762 passengers at George Square on the
Saturday / early Sunday morning compared to 517 on the Friday night. The
equivalent Friday passenger numbers for Market Street was 270, but just within the
shopping day. The railway station saw 127 passengers (albeit through the full day)
and Southgate just 46 (again only in the shopping period).
Throughout our observations in Halifax, just four passengers were observed to
experience any wait for a hackney carriage. None waited longer than three minutes.
At all times, plenty of vehicles were available for hire, even at locations where no
hackneys actually waited. However, it was noted that few of the vehicles arriving at
the night rank at Commercial Street appeared to be advertising their availability by
arriving with their „for hire‟ lights apparently „off‟. It is not clear if this was purposely
done or not.
All but one of the Halifax vehicles was observed working during the video survey. It
is understood the missing vehicle was still waiting for completion of maintenance.
The rank video surveys were consistent with other observations undertaken during
the course of the survey.
In general, rank spaces were full of vehicles, although there were not too many
issues caused by the ranks having too many vehicles. The Commercial Street
daytime feeder rank was abused by parked vehicles during the day, although this
was not felt to be a major issue by the trade. Both night-only ranks (at Waterhouse
Street and Commercial Street near the Theatre) saw abuse by parked vehicles but
again this was not felt to be a major issue.
There are concerns that private hire pick-ups near to the rear of the Commercial
Street feeder could to lead to potentially dangerous situations in terms of vehicle
movements at this busy location in the night economy.
5.4

Consultation results
Overall, results from the public attitude surveys showed that 73% of respondents had
used some form of licensed vehicle in Calderdale in the last three months. Whilst
10% used „taxis‟ on a daily basis, the highest proportion, (19%), used „taxis‟ a few
times a month. This suggests relatively high use of licensed vehicles in the area.
45% of those obtaining „taxis‟ did so by booking by making a phone call direct to a
company of their choice. In Calderdale just 7% of people claimed to mainly obtain
licensed vehicles from a rank, with 19% using a variety of methods. Hailing was
insignificant (just 1% claimed to hail).
65% of respondents found the „taxi‟ service good. Generally, there were few issues
with the service, although the largest issue was delay in getting a taxi, followed by
driver issues.
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In general, the public consultation was reasonably representative of the area.
Supermarkets and other small (food based) stores had no issues with the service
provided. All had free phone connections to specific companies.
The hotels and restaurants in the area tended to rely heavily on phone calls to
private hire companies to book vehicles for customers. Disabled groups making
comment also said they principally used the phone to obtain vehicle service, for most
this meant use of private hire vehicles.
No other consultees raised any issues with provision or service provided by the
licensed vehicle trade in Calderdale, although most relied on the private hire service
rather than the hackney carriage service, with customers phoning for vehicles.
An excellent and constructive response was received from the Halifax disability
partnership. There were no issues in obtaining hackney carriages from ranks when
needed, although there remained some ignorance of the wheel chair pick up points,
with suggestion the cars should be more widely available within the vehicles
themselves. One issue was the perception that wheel chair users hailing hackneys
tended to be ignored.
The partnership raised issues with discrimination against those travelling with guide
dogs, as well as the issue of vehicle cleanliness. The issue of good disability training
for all licensed vehicle drivers was felt to need further attention, particularly with
respect to how to use disability equipment when this was provided, eg ramps and
restraints.
The hackney carriage drivers provided useful feedback on the service provided. It
was confirmed that double shifting was common, although the ratio of drivers to
vehicles was 2.5 per vehicle. Few drivers were on radio circuits, mainly related to the
cost of this extra commitment.
Hackney drivers had some issues with alleged abuse of the legislation by private hire
drivers, relating both to private hire companies being allowed operating bases within
the main town centre area, and to companies being favoured by booking
arrangements agreed with clubs, particularly in regard to how security staff tended to
ensure patrons were provided with particular private hire company vehicles. This
issue mainly relates to the service provided near to the Acapulco night club.
The hackney trade had some issues with use of the George Square rank, particularly
occasional obstruction of the exit by buses, and some intrusion of the physical
elements of this purpose built rank into vehicle loading. Concerns were raised about
the impending changes at Halifax station, where the rank reversal is felt to be of
concern.
The hackney trade would like ranks in the two main supermarkets, and some other
night club locations which were resisted by the police for safety reasons. A request
for return of the Crown Street rank was also made.
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The trade felt they had a good relationship with the licensing office, apart from
preferring to see more enforcement. The regular meeting between the hackney trade
chair and the licensing section was considered to be very useful.
5.5

Local taxi market
Despite the dominance of the private hire vehicle in provision of licensed vehicle
services in Halifax, the hackney carriage service is highly visible and generally wellused. Hackney carriages make themselves available at all times of the day and
week, and tend to be available when needed. The presence of private hire offices
and free-phones in the town centre ensures the private hire take a good proportion of
the trade on offer, but anyone wanting to use a hackney has an excellent spread of
ranks to use where vehicles are available.

5.6

Response to Best Practice Guidance (BPG)
With respect to the elements of the study required by the BPG, as referenced in
Section 2.2:
At the present time in Halifax, quantity controls increase the availability of
taxis principally by encouraging double-shifting of vehicles, which increases
the time each vehicle is able to work
By the same token, the present limit in Halifax reduces waiting time by
encouraging each vehicle to be available for more of the time than might be
the case if each driver had their own vehicle and chose to work only at the
most lucrative times
Safety and choice are actually improved as the value of the vehicles means
they can be properly maintained and invested in, and the smaller fleet size
makes policing of maintenance much easier
Customers have benefited from the entire Halifax fleet becoming accessible
in a short period of time compared to the non-limited zones
The limit has been in place for a significant period and has not needed to be
increased. Following BPG, the level of demand and supply should be tested
formally and independently every three years. Following the Dundee case, it
is prudent for the licensing section to ensure they are constantly aware of
how the trade in Halifax works, and what issues impact on supply and
demand for hackney carriages. A regular check that peak demand is not
getting close to the point that more licences would be necessary would be
appropriate more frequently than every three years, perhaps annually
Development that might alter the balance between supply and demand would
include principally the introduction of any new night clubs to the town.
Significant redevelopment of the town centre may also impact on day to day
demand, although this is less likely to lead for the need for new vehicles. The
introduction of other private hire offices in the town centre may also impact on
supply, leading to an imbalance of type of vehicle provision which might lead
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to the number of hackney vehicles needed being reduced if more of their
work is taken by private hire companies
Latent demand has been included in the study through the public attitude
surveys and through the wide level of consultation undertaken. In general,
hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are always available when
needed, with few exceptions. Latent demand in the area is therefore very low.
The study applies to the full licensing area, however, with no limit on hackney
licenses outside the Halifax zone, any demand for their services beyond this
area should be met by new vehicles – although the evidence in reducing
numbers is that demand for hackney carriages outside Halifax town zone is
not high, and reducing.
In Halifax, delimitation would lead to significant consumer detriment as the
increase in vehicle numbers would actually reduce the time each individual
vehicle was in service, whilst spreading the maintenance cost to a larger
number of vehicles and potentially disturbing the present equilibrium with
private hire vehicle numbers.
5.7

Overall conclusions
Taking all observed supply and demand into consideration we would conclude that at
the time of the survey, there is no significant unmet demand within the Halifax
zone of the Calderdale licensing area.
The survey was undertaken at a time of year when demand was „typical‟, and that
we have not omitted any key observable demand either within the main centre or at
any other location within the limited zone of the licensing area.
The zoning system also appears to remain relevant to providing the most appropriate
service to the people of Calderdale, with the limit on the Halifax zone ensuring that
hackney carriages in this area remain at the same number, whereas there has been
a decline in hackney carriages in the other, non limited number, zones.
The area has a number of areas of good practise that should be marketed not just to
the people using licensed vehicles in Calderdale, but also around the licensing world.
These include:
The excellent input and working relationship with the disability partnership
Clearly differentiated hackney vehicles with easily observable reference
numbers
A 100% accessible fleet in the Halifax zone
Provision of loading / unloading points for rear loading hackney carriages with
some advertising of this using pocket sized cards
An excellent range of ranks available for daytime users
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A zoning system encouraging some hackney provision in areas that might
otherwise be entirely dependent on private hire company service.
An excellent relationship between the licensing section and the hackney
carriage trade, particularly the regular meeting between licensing and the
chair of the hackney carriage association
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6

Recommendations

6.1

Introduction
Following this study of the current situation regarding hackney carriage and private
hire operation in the Calderdale licensing area, with special reference to the limited
number Halifax hackney carriage zone, the following recommendations are made.

6.2

Rank provision
Daytime ranks are essentially about the right size for the current fleet and provision
for the town is excellent. At the present time, there is no need for considering
additional ranks for daytime, apart from encouraging the trade to negotiate spaces
on private land at principal supermarkets (this being outside the remit of the Council
unless highway ownership extends significantly within the sites, which is unlikely).
The trade, licensing section and railway company need to urgently discuss the
proposed revision of the rank space at the station to ensure that the new layout is
supported by the trade and relationships between the station operating company and
trade are maintained and potentially improved.
Night ranks are also generally good for the current demand although it would be
preferable that abuse by parked vehicles was dealt with, as long as hackney
carriages would then use the ranks thus cleared. This would need a clear agreement
between the licensing section, trade and police to ensure a targeted campaign
resulted in the created space being used well. In particular, the Waterhouse Street
rank urgently needs to be cleared of illegally parked vehicles (see below).
Current private hire operations in the Commercial Street / Waterhouse Street area
are potentially dangerous and discussion with the police, trade and local club must
be held to identify a solution for collection of legitimate private hire bookings that
does not compromise road safety. Preferably, the location that passengers join
private hire vehicles should be differentiated from the end of the Commercial Street
feeder rank very clearly. Access through the lower Crown Street bollards should not
be allowed for any vehicle as this turns the currently dangerous three arm junction
effectively into a four arm junction, and allows some very dangerous manoeuvres at
the point where the highest movement of pedestrians across the road occurs.
Were parked vehicles removed from the Waterhouse Street rank, and hackney
carriage encourage to use this location (or a location on the opposite side of this
street, if practicable), and private hire vehicles discouraged from loading in the area
of this junction, the requirement for further rank space on upper Crown Street would
be negated. Private hire vehicles could perhaps be encouraged to ask those making
bookings to walk to this part of Crown Street to obtain their vehicles home.
Furthermore, the proposal for a rank at upper Crown Street for hackneys would have
issues in terms of forward visibility to the end of the Commercial Street feeder, which
would not occur with locations in Waterhouse Street.
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The licensing section must be involved early in any new planning applications for
private hire premises, particularly those within a mile of the town centre. Any such
applications near to ranks should be strongly resisted as this could cause confusion
to potential customers and encourage issues with private hire vehicles being
approached without being booked. Specifically, the licensing section must ensure
that both they and the hackney carriage trade are involved in agreeing appropriate
ranks within the proposed Broad Street development. The trade must also confirm
that they will be able to provide sufficient vehicles both day and night to service the
expected demand, and to ensure that passengers wishing to use hackneys will find
them as available as the fleet currently is to present demand generators.
Continued discussion must occur between the planning section, licensing section
and any clubs in terms of ensuring that any provision for clubs to get their patrons
home must be appropriate and within current licensing legislation. Were any new
clubs to be proposed within the Halifax zone area, they should be strongly
encouraged to work with the trade to ensure adequate and legal service by
appropriate vehicles was provided. The new legislation which may allow payment by
clubs for marshalls must also be considered in this regard.
6.3

Service for drivers
The service provided by the licensing section to the hackney carriage drivers is very
good. This relationship must be cultivated and developed. Similar relationships are
needed on the private hire side (although this report did not consider these in any
great detail).

6.4

Service to disabled customers
The excellent level of input from the disabled community must be encouraged and
continued. The principal action needed with regard to hackney carriage service to
the disabled is to ensure provision of thorough and practical training to drivers. The
issue of wheel chair users feeling ignored should be investigated further, and the
partnership encouraged to provide clear documentation and proof of the problem.
This may need a confidential help line to ensure that people feel able to pass on their
comments without fear of recrimination.
Other issues are related to continuation of marketing of the hackney carriage fleet.

6.5

Marketing
Local town maps, where provided, should provide accurate information in regard to
each rank which is actually used, differentiating between day and night provision.
The opportunity could be taken to provide explanation boards in regard to the
hackney carriage service, including sample fares, at the head of each of the day
ranks.
The Commercial Street feeder ranks need to be better marked, which will both aid
the reduction of parking abuse, and act as good signs for the service that is available
from them.
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Wheel chair accessible hackney carriages in particular need to ensure their services
are more available to the public they are designed to serve. Linking to private hire
circuits, or the establishment of a hackney carriage radio circuit might give safety
benefits as well as the opportunity to provide a more comprehensive service from the
current fleet. The issue of the cost of this circuit may require some subsidy to ensure
high levels of take-up.
6.6

Vehicle limit
There is no evidence of significant unmet demand. The current limit on the number
of hackney carriages is appropriate at this time.
The overall balance between supply and demand should be reviewed for the Halifax
zone with surveys no later than during June / July 2013.
If new clubs are proposed, or significant redevelopment occurs, or if more than two
more private hire offices are established, the full survey might be needed in advance
of that period, although it is also possible that the licensing section could also work to
manage the need for more vehicle licences in agreement with the trade.
The licensing section should ensure that the operational sections of this report
remain current. It would be prudent to undertake limited reviews of the balance
between supply and demand at the George Square / Commercial Street /
Waterhouse Street rank area, between midnight and 0400 early on Sunday morning
at some point during May, June or July 2011, as this would be the point at which any
increase in demand may tend towards the need for further vehicles. Such a review
would also cover the Council in regard of the Dundee ruling. This survey could be
undertaken either by a consultant, or by the council, as long as an independent
review of the conclusions was made by an external body.

6.7

Living strategy and action plan
The first stage of establishing a living taxi strategy and Action Plan must be for the
Licensing Committee to accept the findings and recommendations of this Report.
Once these are accepted, the Licensing Section can draw together a time-based
action plan to deliver and develop the hackney carriage and private hire service for
the Borough.
The key elements include:
Provision of better information to customers, including information boards at
the hackney ranks, particularly advising people of the good hackney service
available
Improve driver training regarding service to the disabled
Considering the way by which customers might contact hackney carriages,
and more specifically, wheel chair accessible vehicles, by phone
Reduction of the abuse of the night ranks by parked vehicles
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Involvement of the licensing section in early discussion regarding any new
clubs, town centre redevelopment, or new private hire offices
A limited video survey to test demand levels during early summer 2011;
The Committee and Licensing Section should confirm a reasonable timetable for
each of the above actions within the context of development and ensure that each
action had a clearly defined deliverable that could be measured to confirm
achievement of the target.
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Appendix 1 –Minutes of inception meeting
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Appendix 2 – Private Hire Address Plots
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Appendix 3 - Video survey observations
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Appendix 4 – Consultee Summary
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Appendix 5 – Public attitude survey results
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